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(Receiced 3 March 1969; recised 2 September 1969) 
SO. mTRODUCT:ON 
0.1 The problem 
IN [l] J. Stasheff introduced the notion of A, forms and A, structures for topological 
spaces and maps. These forms can be described in terms of “degree of associativity of an 
H-structure.” For example, the existence of an AZ form for X is equivalent to the existence of 
H-structure for X, and A, form is equivalent to homotopy associativity and a space admits 
an A, form if and only if it is equivalent to a loop space. 
In [l] a construction is given providing for every prime p a space which admits an 
A,_, form but no A, form (Theorem 17, p. 282 in [I]). These spaces (which are due to 
J. F. Adams) are CW complexes but are not of finite type. Consequently the following con- 
jecture was suggested. 
Conjecture (Curjel-Arkowitz). A finite CW complex which admits an A, form admits 
an A, form (not necessarily extending the given A, or A, forms). 
The purpose of the present study is to construct a counter-example to the above 
conjecture. In 93, a finite C W complex X is constructed so that X admits an A3 form but no 
A, form. 
In $4 we give an outline of a general construction, e.g. for arbitrary prime p a finite C W 
complex X is constructed so that X admits an A,_ 1 but no A, form. 
The general idea can be described as follows: If Xand Xc, are H-spaces, and h: X-t X0 
is an H-mapping so that h* is an isomorphism of rational cohomology then X can be 
“ reconstructed ” from X0 by a sequence of fibrations with fibers K(zP , n), p E P, P being the 
set of primes and n --+ co. 
Moreover, for every P, c P one can reconstruct X only modp, p E P, simply by ignor- 
ing all primes q, q # P, and thus to obtain a space X(P,) which “looks like” X mod p, 
p E P, and “ looks like ” X0 mod q, q # P,. 
If families Xi, hi: Xi -+ X0, i E I, of H-spaces and H-mapping are given so that hi* is an 
isomorphism mod Q and if Pi, i E I, is a partition of P, one can “ mix ” a space X which will 
“look like” Xi modp, p E Pi. This can be done by taking the “pull back” IT,l(hi’)Xi(~i) 
of all the mappings hi’: Xi(Pi) + X0. 
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It can be seen that ifall spaces Xi, X0 and mappings hi are As spaces and mappings then 
so is the ‘*mixed” space X. 
Another observation is that S ‘“+’ is an ‘4, space mod p, p > 3, while 
s = s3 x s x s7 x s9 x s” 
is not an associative H-space mod 5, i.e. S *“+‘(P,), P, = {p E P Ip > 3) is an A, space and 
S((5)) is not associative. Our example is obtained by “mixing” S(Pi) with SU(6)({2, 3)). 
Regarding this procedure, one can see that the classification problem of finite CFV 
H-spaces should be studied separately for each prime and the conjecture that such a space is 
equivalent to a Lee group should be treated similarly as H-spaces can be “mixed.” 
Some basic definitions and notations 
We follow the adaptation in [4] of the definitions and notations in [I]. 
0.2. I. Definition. An H-space (A, space in [l]) is a triple (X, e, ki) where (X, e) is a space 
with a base point and ~1: X x X-t X is a mapping satisfying &-, e) = x = p(e, x) for every 
X E x. 
An H-mapping from an H-space (X, e, ~0 into an H-space (X’, e’, $) is a pair (’ F) 
where f: X, e -+ X’, e’ is a (base point preserving) map between the underlying spaces and 
F: X x X--f PX’ is a mapping of X x X into the Moore free path space of X’ (see [2] p. 127) 
satisfying 
80oF=p’o(f xf) 
iT’_,oF=fOp 
(where 8, is the evaluation at 1 and 8, is the evaluation at the end point). We assume 
F(x, 4Ctl = F(e, 4Ctl =f(x>. 
(f, F) is called multiplicative (A, map in [l]) iff for every t E R # p’ o (f x f) = 8, 0 F = f 0 p. 
0.22. Definition. A homotopy associative H-space (in the sequel referred to as an A 
space or as an A3 space as in [l]) is an H-space (X, e, ,u) together with a mapping 
satisfying 
8:Xx xx X-tPX 
and for every t E R 
0(x, Y, e)Ctl = 0(x, e, r>Ctl = W, x, v>Ctl = Ax, Y>. 
A mapping of homotopy associative H-spaces (or simply an A-mapping) from (X, e, P, 0) 
into (X’, e’, p’, 0’) is a triple (f, F, r) where (f, F): (X, e, p) + (X’, e’, p’) is an H-mapping 
and z : X x X x X--t PPX’ is a mapping satisfying 
tPooa=eofxfxf tp,c~=qf)oe 
P(cTO) 0 z = P(p’)(F x k 0 f) + F(p x I) 
P(&,) 0 z = PW)(k of x F) + F(l x /4 
(where k: X -+ PX is the constant path map: k(x)[t] = x for all t E R). 
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We assume that 
for all t E R. 
2 can be illustrated by Fig. 1: 
FIG. 1. 
(f, F, a) is called A-multiplicative (A, map in [l]) iff (f, F) is multiplicative and 
e’(f(4J-(J9,f(~)) = 4x7 Y, Z)l~l = WI 5 @G Y, 4 
for all t E R. 
If (X, e, p) and cf, F) are an H-space and an H-mapping respectively, we refer to the 
homotopies 8 and c( as A-structures for (A’, e, p) and (f, F) respectively. (Note the different 
notions of A, structures in [I].) 
Throughout this paper we restrict ourselves to H-spaces which admit an A structure and 
are of the homotopy type of CPV complexes with finitely many cells in each dimension. 
If (f F) and (f F’) are H-mappings from (X, e, p) to (X’, e’, $) then F’- F can be 
characterized (up to homotopy mod the endpoints and rel X v X) by a class h(F, F’) in 
[Xx X, Xv x; QX’]. 
If (f, F, 2) is an A-mapping then Fand r induce H- and A-structures respectively on the 
fiber Y off so that rr : Y + X is A-multiplicative. (Theorem 6.1, p. 301 in [2] IT.) 
If (X, e, ~1, 19) and (X’, e’, ,u‘, 0’) are A spaces and (f, F):(X, e, p) + (X’, e’, ,u’) is an 
H-mapping then the obstruction for the existence of an A-structure to (f, F) is a class 
au, F) in 
[XxXxX,XVXVX;RX’] 
XV XV X= {x,y,z~Xx Xx XleE{x,y,z}}. 
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X simple checking implies the following: 
0.2.3 LEMMA. Let (J F): (X, e, ,u) + (X’, e’, p’) be an H-mapping and let H: ,Y--+ PX’ 
be a homotopy between f andf,, B, = H =f, Gx 0 H = fH. 
If FH : X x X 4 PX’ is defined 61’ 
FH= -P(p’)(Hx H)+F+H:p 
then (fH , FH) is an H-mapping. A straight forward exercise in obstruction theory yields: 
02.3 PROPOSITION. (a) (f, F) admits an A-structure if and only ifa(J F) = 0. (b) Let 
(f’, F’) 3 (f, F) = (f’ of, F’ 0 F) be gicen by F’~F=F’~po(fxf)+P(f’):F, let 
(Qf’), : [ , !X’] + [ , !Xf”] and 
(fxfxf)“: [X’ x X’ x X’, X’V X’V X’;] + [X x Xx X, XV XV X;] 
be the mappings induced b,v Qf ‘ and f x f x f respecticely then 
aC(f ‘7 F’) 2 (f > F)l = W-‘>,4_& J’) + (f x f x f )“4f ‘, F’) 
Cc) 4ft F’) = 4f, F) + CO1 x 1)” - (P, x I)# 
-(P2 x l)#lW’, F’) - C(1 x P)” 
-(l x Pi)’ - (1 x P2)#]h(F, F’) 
where pi: X x X-, X, i = 1, 2, are the projections. 
(d) 4fH 3 FH) = 4-f F). 
$1. MIXING HOMOTOPY TYPES 
1.1 PROPOSITION. Let 
be an A-mapping. 
(f, I;; a): (X, e, ,u, 0) -+ (X’, e’, /I’, 0’) 
Suppose f * : H*(X’, Zp) -+ H*(X,Z,) is an isomorphism in dim < n - 1 and a monomor- 
phism in dim n - 1. Let u E kerf * dim u = n and let g : X’ -+ K(Z, , n) satisfy g* 1 = t’. If 
x: Y--f X’ is thejbration induced by g from the principalfibration 
K(Zp, n - 1) --) ~CK(Z,, n)l -+ K(Z,, n> 
(where B W is the subspace of PW consisting of paths initiating at e) then Y admits an 
A-structure so that IT is A-multiplicatke andf can be lifed to an A-mapping fi X+ Y covering 
the A-structure of J 
Proof. As an element of lowest dimension in ker f * u is a primitive element, hence, 
there exists G so that (g, G) is an H-mapping. 
Let H be a homotopy between the constant functions c and g 0 f. Hence, we can write 
(as in $0.2.3) g 0 f = cH . Let E be the constant homotopy $(c x c) - c 0 p, &x, y)[t] = e’ for 
every x, y f X, t E R. 
The class h(&, (G o F),,) can be regarded as a class in H”-‘(X x X, X v X; Z,). In this 
dimension (f~ f)* is an isomorphism so 
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/7(x’. (G 3 F)“) = (f x f’)*w for some 
01 E H”-‘(X’ x 2”. X’ v X’:Z,). 
Choosing G’: X’ x X,--t PK(Z,.i7),G’jXv X=G/X\/ .Y. so that h(G. G’) = -U we have 
(i) /7(k. (G’ 2 F),,) = /7(l, (G 2 F)H) + /I(-, G’) 
= (f x jj*w - (f x f)‘w = 0. 
It follows from $0.2.4 (c). the fact that a(*[, , l) = 0, and (i) that 
(ii) a[(s, G’) = (f: F)] = a(g -^ f, G’ = F) = u(*~, G’ : F) = 0. 
By (b), (ii), and since a(f. F) = 0 we get 
0 = 4--s, G’) = (J 01 = (1‘~ f x.f)*a(g. G’) 
and as in this dimension (fx.f~f)* is a monomorphism u(g, G’) = 0. Hence, Y \vith the 
H-structure induced by G’ admits an A-structure so that z is A-multiplicative. 
Now f can be lifted to ,7: X --f Y. Consider the obstruction for the existence of an 
A-structure to 7. As l7(*rr, G’ 3 F) = 0 we may assume that j admits an H-structure: 
(7, F): (X, e, ,u) --f (Y, 2, /I~‘). Now, by SO.21 (b) and as z is A-multiplicative 
(iii) (!A), u(f, P) = u(A F) = 0 
hence a(?, F) E im(Qj) # where j: K(Z, ,n - 1) = RK(Z, ,17) -+ Y. Let a(?, F) = (?j), \I’, 
LVG H”-‘(X x X x X, XV XV X;Z,) Since (fAfr\f)* is an isomorphism in this 
dimension k+’ = (j’Afr\f)*rvl. If t? is the A-structure on Y changing 0 by a mapping 
k,: Yx Yx Y, YV YYV-+-RY, 
where /ci =j 1 k,, 3 II A rI A Fl, k,, : X’ x X’ x X’, X’ v X’ v X’ --t R(K(Z, , n - 1)). such 
that k,, represents --III’, we now have that a(J F) vanishes. 
1.2 PROPOSITION. Let (X, e, 11, O), (X0, e, , p,, , 0,) u17rl (f. F, 2) he A-spaces and 017 
A-mupping respectirely. Suppose 
f*: H*(X,, P)- If*cx, Q) 
is an isomorphism 
Let P be the set of primes and let ip, c P. 
There exist an A-space X(&‘,) and A-mappings j; : X- X(P,) and f2: X(iP,) --) A’, so 
thut f2 0 f, = f; the fiber of fi has finite homotopy groups bvith order prime to ip, and the 
fiber of f2 hasfinite homotopy groups tt,ith order prime to (p - PI). 
Proof. The space X(p,) can be constructed by a succession of fibrations induced from 
principal fibrations K(Z,, n - I) + YK(Z,, n) --t K(Zp, 17), p E P,, so that the kernel and 
coker of the cohomology morphism mod p, p E P,, are “killed.” In fact, coker is killed by 
trivial fiberings. As f* is an isomorphism mod Q the connectivity of the ker and coker 
increases. The existence of the A-structure follows from a repeated application of I. I. 
I .3 PROPOSITION. Let X0 be 017 A-space urrrf let P, , Y E I be a partition qf P. Let X, and 
fi , r E I, be A-spaces and A-mappings respectirel), :
I;: x,-x,. 
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Suppose that for every sl E Ifi* is an isomorphism of rational cohomology. 
There exists an A-space X and A-mappings h,: X + X, , r E I, so that the fiber of h, has 
finite homotopy groups of order prime to 1p,. 
Proof. As in 1.2 construct the A-space X,(P,) and A-mappings 17,: X,(P,) + X0. We 
may assume that for every a E I IIn, is a fibration. 
Take X = Rasl (fL)&PJ = nGI -K(~,) 
where 
X = {x E naEr X&P,) I l&p. x = n,, ps, x, for every r, j?’ E I}. 
The case I = { 1,2}, P = P, u P, , can be illustrated by the following diagram: 
x PI +JF,) 
I 
Pl 
I 
n1 
Jw,) II* ‘X0 
p2 is the fibration induced from II, :X(P,) + X,, by l-I2 . 
$2. THE STEENROD OPElRATiONS AiiD ASSOCIATMTY 
2.1 PROPOSITION. Let A be an (unstable) algebra over the Steenrod algebra A@). Suppose 
that as an algebra over Z,, A is a polynomial algebra on even dimensional generators of 
dim 5 2p” + 2, n 2 1. If x is a generator of dimension 2p” + 2 then there exists a generator y 
such that x - P,‘y is decomposable. 
Proof. xp = P p”’ lx = P’P’“x $0, hence Pp”x 4 0. As dimension Pp”x = 2pn+’ + 2 > 
(p - 1)2(p” + 2) it follows that Pp”x is a sum of monomials of lengths at least p. Since 
P’Pp”x = xp is a monomial of length exactly p and P’ is a derivation Pp”x must contain a 
monomial m of length exactly p such that P'm contains a term xp. This means m = xpeky’ 
with P’y’ = xk where y’ has length k. By recursion we find m = xp-‘y with P’y = x. 
2.2 COROLLARY. If X is an associative H-space and ifH*(X, 2,) is an exterior algebra on 
odd dimensionalgenerators of dim I 2p” + 1 then PH 2p”’ ’ c Pp’PH 2p” - 2p + 3. 
Proof. The cohomology suspension C* 
c*: QH*&, 2,) + PH*(X, Z,) 
is an epimorphism of A(p) modules and H*(Bx , Z,) satisfies the conditions of A in $2.1 with 
generators in l-1 correspondence with generators of H*(X, ZP) which are primitive. 
$3. THE CONSTRUCMON 
3.1. PROPOSITION. Let P, = IFP - (2, 3) be the set of all primes >3. For every integer n 
there exists an A-space S2”f1($l), an A-mapping f2: S2”+‘(Pl) -+ K(Z, 2n + 1) and a 
mappingf,: S2”+’ +S2”+‘([Ipl) = S’“+lso that(f2 ofi)* EH2”f1(S2”f1,Z)isagenerator, 
thefiber of f2 hasjinite homotopy groups with order prime to 2 and 3, thefiber of fl hasfinite 
homotopy groups with order prime to P,. 
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(Roughly, this means that odd spheres are homotopy associative H-spaces mod primes 
>3. See [3] for another construction leading to this statement.) 
Proof. Let X, be the (2n + 1 + k)-stage Postnikov space for @S2”‘3 with 
&: @S2”f3 -+ X, as the natural mapping. Let g: S*“+’ -+ n2.S’“‘3 be a mapping repre- 
senting the generator in JC~~+~(!CI’S’“~~) =Z and put gk = fk = g. Now, gk*: H*(X,, Q) 
--+ H*(Sn3+‘, Q) is an isomorphism. Moreover, 
gk* : H”(X, ? Z,) + Hm(s2”+ ‘, Z,) 
is an isomorphism for m 5 2(/z + 1)~ - 3. Hence, if Y, is the k-stage Postnikov space for 
S2”+ ‘, ?j: Y,,, + X, yields an isomorphism in cohomology mod Q and mod p uith 
m+ 3 
> ~. Hence 
P-2@+ 1) 
Y lOnf’P1) --) X*On+‘Pl) 
is a homotopy equivalence and Y,,,+,(p,) is a double loop space. 
Moreover, for every p E Fp, 
H*(Ylon+, (PI), Z,) = NV,,+ 1 ) in dim _< 10n + 7. 
The construction of S2”+’ (PI) is completed by a sequence of fibrations of the type described 
in 1.1 and 1.2. These fibrations are induced by H-mappings (f”, , F,,) into K(Zp, m), 
p E ipI, m > 10n + 7, by a mapping from a space whose mod p cohomology is A(.rzn+ J in 
dim < m. 
a(f, 7 Ftn> E R*( , Z,> 0 a*( , Z,> 0 R*( , Z,> ami 
is of dim m - 1. But for m > k > 3(2n + 1) = 6n + 3 there are no non-zero elements in this 
module. Hence a(f,, F,,,) = 0 and all fibrations are induced by A-mappings. 
3.2 THEOREM. The space X constructed in 2.3 for Pz = (2, 3}, ip, = p - P,, 
X, = $3 x 35 x S’ x s9 x 311, (&qz”+l as in 3.1) X,=SU(6), X0 =flizI K(Z, 2m+l), 
is an A-space of the homotopy type of a finite CW complex which is not associati1.e. 
Proof. By 3.1, X, is an A-space and so is X2 . As H*(X, Q) and H*(X, Zp) are finitely 
generated for all p E P, and X, and X, are simply connected X is equivalent to a finite CW 
complex. The fact that X is not an associative H-space follows from 2.1 for p = 5, n = 1, as 
A(5) acts trivially on H*(X, Z,), while PH”(X, Z,) + 0. 
3.3 Remark. One can see that the mod 5 version of 2.1 can be proved for spaces admitting 
A, structures. Hence X of 3.2 has no A, structure. 
$4. MORE GENERAL CONSTRUCTIOSS 
In this section we outline a construction generalizing that of 3.2. Namely: 
4.1 PROPOSITION. For ecery prime p 2 3 there exists a finite C W complex which admits 
an A,_ 1. but no A, structure. 
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The construction of these spaces is completely analogous to that of the case p = 5 done in 
3.2 (and see the Remark 3.3). As a matter of fact. all the propositions of Sections 1, 2, and 3 
can be generalized, but some of the proofs, though based on the same principals, are much 
more complex. 
One can define the notion of A,,, structure for a mapping between spaces with A,,, 
structures. One refers to the mappin g with the structure as an A,,,-mapping (as the spaces 
with given A,, structures can be referred to as A,-spaces). One can prove Proposition I. I, 
1.2 and 1.3 with A,,, replacing A. 
In 2.2 the requirement that X is an associative H-space can be eased by assuming only 
that X is an A,-space. Finally, one can show that if P, = {j E ? 1 fi > pi then SZnL’([PI) is an 
A, space. 
Thus, if the space X is the space cor,structed in the A, version of 2.3 for 
P2={~EPj~IPJ,P1={~EPI~>p)XI=5jxSjx”.x5?p+’, 
x2 = .sU(p + I), s’“+’ = .s3”“(P,,. x0 = n&=1 K(Z. 7112 + I), 
then X is an A,_I but not an A,-space. 
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